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This paper presents a series of projects where one of the main
sources for toponomastic research in Finland, the corpora of 2.7
million place names in the Names Archive database of the Insti-
tute for the Languages of Finland, was digitized, enriched, and
published as Linked Open Data using a data processing pipeline.
Utilizing the Linked Data infrastructure and various external data
sources, a modern full-stack web application, NameSampo, was
created in collaboration between toponomastic researchers and
computer scientists for searching, analyzing, and visualizing digital
toponomastic data sources.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Geographic information systems;
Web interfaces; Resource Description Framework (RDF); Search inter-
faces; • Applied computing → Digital libraries and archives;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Names are a linguistic universal and all known languages make
use of names to identify individual people, places, and other ref-
erents. The study of names, known as ’onomastics’ [6], is a multi-
disciplinary research field, but for a long time already, it has been
profiled as a linguistic field of research [2]. This paper concentrates
on Finnish onomastics and exclusively on toponomastics, the study
of place names (see also [6]).
Toponomastics has played a significant role in Finnish onomastic
research, even theoretically and methodologically. Since there has
been, already from the mid-1900s, vast and comprehensive mate-
rial of place names available, the research has been versatile and
continuously nascent. These manual, non-digitized archives have
served as a starting point especially in traditional toponomastics.
However, the global megatrend of digitizing archival materials cre-
ates unprecedented possibilities for onomastic research. Electronic
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access to archives means that data analytics, information visualiza-
tion, and computational methods can be harnessed for answering
new toponomastic research questions in the spirit of the Digital
Humanities paradigm (cf. [4, 15]). In utilizing various archives or
registers, we should bear in mind, however, that any place name
collection can never include the whole onomasticon of the country
nor even of some municipality or some other area [2]. Therefore
digital tools for collecting, making comparisons, harmonizing, and
further developing materials in various registers and archives are
highly needed. Also gradual harmonization work of the official
registers and archives is essential for ensuring interoperability and,
e.g., federated search functionalities.
Research Questions and Goal One of the main sources for
toponomastic research in Finland, the corpora of place names in
the Names Archive database1 of the Institute for the Languages of
Finland has been recently digitized. Also a search interface solely for
the Names Archive database was created by which places (i.e., place
name records) based on their name, feature type, record collector,
or historical municipality (parish) can be searched and viewed
on a map. This is useful but not sufficient for a wide range of
research needs in toponomastics. To answer toponomastic research
questions in a digital environment, it should be possible to, among
other things,
• combine data from multiple registers
• filter the federated search results by different properties (e.g.,
by place type or by broader area)
• produce circulationmapswhere a large number of mapmark-
ers are rendered on a map without clustering
• create charts based on the search results
• use many kinds of historical and current background maps
• split the place names into compounds (if applicable)
• export the data for further analysis, e.g., with GIS or statisti-
cal software
In order to facilitate these requirements, the goal of the Name-
Sampo project is to first convert, enrich and publish the digitized
Names Archive as Linked Open Data [5]. After that, the focus is on
creating a flexible, easy to use workbench of search, data analytic,
and visualization tools by utilizing the Linked Data infrastructure,
various external map and data sources, and a collaborative work-
flow between onomasticians and computer scientists. The intent
is that a wide variety of toponomastic research questions can be
addressed interactively using a web browser.
Results This paper presents an overview of the NameSampo
project and system, with first results related to the vocabularies and
ontologies used for modeling the underlying Names Archive data,
data transformation into Linked Open Data, data service publica-
tion, user interface, and system architecture. The NameSampo user
interface has not been officially published at the time of writing, but
the development version link is available at the project webpage2.
2 TOPONOMASTICS IN FINLAND AND
RELATEDWORK
The etymological research, which studies the origin of names, is
the most traditional field in Finnish onomastics, likewise in other
1https://www.kotus.fi/en/corpora_and_other_material/names_archive
2https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/nimisampo
countries. Even though the first studies at the beginning of the
20th century could not yet make use of exhaustive place name
collections but concentrated on single names instead, already the
dissertation by Viljo Nissilä in 1939 [14] made a difference. Nissilä
studied names of natural places associated with the Vuoksi River
and besides etymological explanation of individual names, he made
a classification of names according to their naming motivations.
Etymological research is closely connected to cultural-historical
and settlement-historical research, where place names are used to
study local history of some specific area. The lack of old historical
documents in Finland makes place names especially significant
historical source material. For example, Jouko Vahtola’s dissertation
[16] about the origins of the settlement in the Torne and Kemi River
Valleys is very much based on systematic research of place names.
The study of loan names has been established as its own field in
Finnish onomastics. Again, place names have been an important
source when studying linguistic influences and contacts in the
country. For example, in inland Finland place names show that the
area of Saami speaking people has been much wider than it is today
[1].
The place name collections have been of major relevance to the
typological research which has aimed to construct a comprehensive
picture of Finnish place names. The core issues have been the
exploration of the structure of the names and naming systems as
well as the examination of the principles of name giving and their
semantic classification. Especially Eero Kiviniemi’s work has been
groundbreaking. In his dissertation [9], he analyzed the names
including the Finnish first participle (-vA) and managed to show
the strong model of analogy in the name giving. In order to be able
to conduct this research, he scrutinized the whole manual Names
Archive to find names including the first participle.
Moreover, Kiviniemi has made an investigation of lexemes or
words included in place names [11], in which he presents the most
frequent generic parts (e.g. -järvi inHauki/järvi ’Pike/lake’), appella-
tival specifiers (e.g. Hauki- in Hauki/järvi) and the most common
Finnish place names. This study has been made by measuring in
millimeters the height of the manual place name slips in the Names
Archive. Since the collections are arranged alphabetically according
to the beginning of the name, the results concerning the generic
parts can be characterized as more untrustworthy.
Kiviniemi was also influential on creating systematic categoriza-
tion of topographic words based on a syntactic-semantic analysis
model [10] which was originally created by Kurt Zilliacus [17].
This means that all the name parts used in place names are lexical-
semantically and syntactic-semantically classified. Already before
Kiviniemi’s model researchers collecting place names added a de-
scription of the type of referent to the name slips of the Names
Archive (e.g., place called Alinenkorpi ’low(er) forest’ in Ahlainen
municipality, is categorized as pelto ’field’).
Antti Leino’s doctoral thesis [12] is an good example of mod-
ern typological research which is based on using computational
methodologies with digital place name data. Leino studied correla-
tions between lake names (e.g., opposite pairs such as black - white
as specific parts of lake names) by using a corpus of 58 000 lake
names obtained from the National Land Survey of Finland’s Place
Name Register.
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3 DATA SOURCES FOR TOPONOMASTICS
In this Section we present the main Finnish services in detail and
compare the functionalities of different national and international
services for place names.
3.1 The Names Archive of the Institute for the
Languages of Finland
One of the Institute for the Languages of Finland’s archives, the
Names Archive contains valuable information for onomasticians
and linguists, as well as for archaeologists, historians, folklorists,
and natural scientists. The Names Archive’s main collections consist
of geographical place names which are mainly oral tradition stored
by researchers and students with an academic linguistic background.
The oldest collections are from the end of 1800. The archive contains
approximately 2.7 million place names, organized by parish borders.
Figure 1 illustrates the geographical distribution of the place names
in Finland and beyond.
The place name information has been collected by using entry
slips (depicted in Figure 2) with details like the place name in stan-
dard Finnish, the dialectal form and inflection of the name, location
(parish, village, house, and coordinates), classification of the loca-
tion, description of the location (if applicable), and any information
about the name or location acquired by interviewing people. In
addition to verbal descriptions of the locations, the names have
been indicated on collection maps (approximately 10 000).
The corpora of place names in the Names Archive was converted
into a digital archive in 2014–2017. The objective of the project
was to convert the place name entry slips, collection maps, and the
attribute and metadata related to them into digital format. That
enables the use of Name Archive data together with the geographic
and other data provided by other organizations. The actions of the
digitization were
(1) scanning of the entry slips into digital format,
(2) conversion of the main information on the entry slips such
as place name, geographical reference, parish, collector, col-
lection year, and place type (yellow fields in Figure 2) into
database format, and
(3) indicating the specific locations as coordinates.
The platform for the digital archive was created in cooperation
with CSC – IT Center for Science3. The project group was assisted
by a steering group and a support group representing several of
the Institute’s cooperation partners.
The objective of the digitization is to improve the usability of the
existing data and to offer an electronic environment for enriching
and supplementing the data. In the initial stage, the digitization
project focused on names in Finnish, but the idea is to include the
collection of place names in Swedish and Saami. When the corpora
have been converted into digital format, the data can be further
enriched and supplemented. Citizens can provide information about
whether the names are still used today or have been replaced by
new ones, whether a place exists anymore, or what new names
have been created. They can also provide information about new
names that have emerged and supplement background information
about places and names.
3https://www.csc.fi/
Figure 1: The map describes the numbers of Finnish,
Swedish, and Saami place names in the Names Archive. The
collections have been organized based on the parish borders
in 1938. The size of the circle represents the number of place
names in a parish. The typical number is 5 000–6 000 place
names per parish but some parishes include tens of thou-
sands of place names.
3.2 Place Name Register of the National Land
Survey of Finland
Another widely used Finnish place name source is the Place Name
Register4, maintained by the National Survey of Finland, which con-
tains approximately 800 000 place names. The Place Name Register
is provided as Geography Markup Language (GML) files or through
a Web Feature Service (WFS) API, but it is not available as tabular
data. However, a Linked Data conversion5 has been published in
connection with another project.
The main difference between the Place Name Register and the
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Figure 2: Conversion of the main information on the digi-
tized Names Archive entry slips into database format
Register contains names of significant places found in the current
map of Finland, whereas the Names Archive has many more micro-
toponyms (names only used in small user circles) and chronological
variety as well. Names in the Place Name Register are also stan-
dardized according to existing praxis which means that it does
not depict similarly dialectical differences as the Names Archive
does. Noteworthy is also that many names in the official register
are censored, and for example in Kirkkonummi municipality the
lake name Kolmperä (’three’ + ’back’; ’butt’; ’tail’) has—according
to the Names Archive’s name slips and old maps—been originally
Kolmperse (’three’ + ’ass’).
3.3 Comparison of National and International
Registries and Services for Place Names
In the beginning of the 20th century, as the impact of nationalism
was strong, it was fairly popular in many European countries and
regions to collect place names into books and archives. There are
not, however, many archives whose material is digitized. Another
problem is that the level of digitization between different archives
is very heterogeneous. For example, all the 3.7 million name slips
in the Swedish Place Name Register6 are digitized but do not have
coordinates to locate them on a map.
Text- or map-based search is the standard way for a human user
to access digital place name collections but due to various data
models and user interface designs, it is not possible to utilize the
collections in a uniform way. Also for Digital Humanities research,
the availability and functionalities of an Application Programming
Interface (API) or a documented data dump are crucial for program-
matically accessing the data.
Creating and integrating geographical gazetteers in spatial hu-
manities has become an active area of research and development.[3]
6http://www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/sprak/namn/ortnamn/ortnamnsregistret/
Several national and international place name registers are available
for electronic access, for example Getty Thesaurus of Geographic
Names7, GeoNames8, Canadian Geographical Names Data Base9,
The Historical Gazetteer of England’s Place-Names 10, Gazetteer
for Scotland11, The Placenames Database of Ireland12, Dutch ser-
vice Histopo.nl13, and Danish service DigDag14. Table 1 presents a




In this Section, we present the main phases of the NameSampo
project, analyze the data models and technical architecture of the
NameSampo system, and give practical examples of how the work-
bench facilitates toponomastic research.
4.1 Harmonizing Data Model and Ontologies
for Place Name Registers and Place Types
Based on our earlier research on creating the Finnish Ontology
Service for Historical Places and Maps15 [7], a simple harmonizing
data model was used for the Linked Data conversion of the digitized
Names Archive. The namespace prefixes used with the classes and
properties are presented in Table 2, and the core properties of the
main class hipla:Place are presented in Table 3. Also a number of
ad hoc properties were used to model information that is found
solely in one registry (e.g. collection map information in the Names
Archive). The Linked Data conversion of the Place Name Register
uses an almost similar data model.












For modeling the hierarchy of place types, the hierarchy used in
the Place Name Register (prefix pnr:) formed a natural basis. The
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Table 1: Comparison of place name services
Service Text search functionalities Map features API
Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names basic text search no SPARQL
GeoNames text search with filters no RESTful
Canadian Geographical Names Data Base text search with filters no RESTful
The Historical Gazetteer of England’s Place-Names text search with filters map view for one place name at a time no
Gazetteer for Scotland text search with filters map search no
The Placenames Database of Ireland text search with autocomplete map search and browsing XML
Dutch service Histopo.nl basic text search no no
Danish service DigDag text search with filters map search WMS, WFS
placed at the lowest hierarchy level because, in general, they are
more elaborate than the Place Name Register’s place types.
Thus, the hierarchical data model for the place type ontology
was constructed from the following six classes with rdfs:subClassOf







4.2 Converting the Names Archive into Linked
Data
The Names Archive data was provided as a CSV table, where each
row represents a digitized place name entry slip and coordinates
are expressed in the Finnish ETRS89-TM35FIN coordinate system.
For ensuring interoperability with other systems, the coordinates
were transformed into World Geodetic System (WGS84) with a PHP
script16.
Then the CSV rows were converted to Linked Data according to
the data model presented in Section 4.1 by a Python data processing
pipeline17 using RDFLib18. To facilitate toponomastic analysis, an
open source linguistic compound splitter19 was added to the data
processing pipeline. The compound splitter makes it possible to
split a place name into an appellative specifier and a generic part.
Finally, the data was published at the Linked Data Finland plat-
form20 (LDF.fi) [8]. The LDF.fi portal is powered by a combination
of Fuseki SPARQL servers21 running in Docker containers22 for
storing the primary data and a Varnish Cache web application





20This linked data service with various datasets, tools, and learning materials is avail-





4.3 Creating an Ontology for Classification of
Geographic Features
An initial observation was that the place names of the newly digi-
tized Names Archive were categorized into nearly 15 000 distinct
place types, with no hierarchy amongst them. As presented in Sec-
tion 4.1, the Place Name Register maintained by the National Land
Survey of Finland includes a four-level hierarchy for place types,
with 153 place types at the lowest hierarchy level, which made the
comparison of these two data sources ineffective. To facilitate the
interoperability of these two major data sources, an ontology for
classification of geographic features was developed by onomastic
researchers.
The starting point was a spreadsheet equipped with the offi-
cial place type classes from the Place Name Register and another
spreadsheet with all distinct place types from the Names Archive.
Then, one by one, the Names Archive’s place types were placed by
an onomastician under the corresponding place types of the Place
Name Register classification.
For example, when defining a hill, the Names Archive collectors
have used over one thousand different expressions. You can find
expressions for cliffs, rocks, ridges, and all places of data which
are defined somehow to be higher than their surroundings. All
these expressions were placed under the corresponding Place Name
Registry class ’hill’, ’a place that is higher than its surrounding area’.
The combining of place types was often not straightforward. For
example, the Place Name Registry classification made for maps and
official use does not make a difference between tar pits, archaeolog-
ical sites, meeting points, places somehow connected to hunting or
fishing, and so on. Places of this kind have been named because, for
some reason, they are known or meaningful for the name givers.
The only suitable Place Name Register class for these is ’other place
on the terrain’, but this class is clearly too vague.
Also in some cases the Place Name Register classes are too close
to each other by their meanings. For example, when dealing with
classes of sites which are bordered by waterways, one must decide
if a Names Archive place type should be placed in the class ’group
of islands or islets’ or ’island or islet’ or ’stone in water or group of
stones in water’ or ’shallows’. Also place type expressions, such as
’a south side of an island’, are problematic; this does not mean an
island itself but a specific place on an island, and the actual place
type remains unclear.
Finally, the resulting spreadsheet was converted into an ontology
by the Python data processing pipeline introduced in Section 4.2.
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Table 3: Properties of the class hipla:Place, the superclass of all places
Property Identifier Cardinality Range Value
Preferred name in use skos:prefLabel 1 Literal string@languge
Preferred place type rdf:type 0..1 rdfs:Class URI
Preferred part of relation gs:sfWithin 0..1 rdfs:Class URI
Latitude wgs84:lat 0..1 Literal Decimal degrees
Longitude wgs84:long 0..1 Literal Decimal degrees
Polygon of the place schema:polygon 0..1 Literal String "x1,y1 x2,y2 ... xn,yn"
For corrections and updates, the class hierarchy can be edited in
the spreadsheet and the conversion process can be run again.
4.4 Using NameSampo for Toponomastic
Research
The NameSampo workbench depicted in Figure 3 offers multiple
functions for producing map and statistic views of a single place
name, groups of place names, and name types. The search results
can be filtered by the class of the geographic feature (e.g., only show
results belonging to the class ’field’). At the time of writing the
Place Name Register place type and the Names Archive place type
are shown in separate columns, but in the next version of the user
interface they will be combined into a single column. The place
type ontology described in 4.3 provides the hierarchy for the place
types, so it is possible to add a hierarchical filter to this unified
place type column.
The place names can also be classified by their appellative or
generic part. Summaries and distributions of feature types can
be made, as well as circulation maps of certain place name types.
With the Linked Data approach it is also possible to use multiple
place name collections as a source. From the menu button in the
top left corner of the user interface the user can select the data
sources, select from three options for rendering markers (clustered
/ individual / heatmap), and export the results as a CSV file for
further analysis.
For studying the evolution of place names, NameSampo includes
a variety of background maps and historical map layers from the
19th century Senate atlas to current topographical map of National
Land Survey of Finland. They which provide an option to study the
historical changes that happened in the surroundings of a place.
The background map and map layers can be selected from the icon
at the top right corner of the map view. The opacity of the map
layers can be controlled from the bottom right corner of the map
view.
The screenshot in Figure 4 describes how a specific name type
can easily be visualized and studied through the NameSampo user
interface by a toponomastician. The example shows the geograph-
ical distribution of place names starting with Pakosauna- (Pako
’refuge, escape’ + sauna ’sauna; place with fireplace and cover’)
and their area of concentration in the region of Ostrobothnia (in
Finnish ’Pohjanmaa’) as a heatmap on the left. When we look closer
at the individual markers on the right side of Figure 4, we can see
that names starting Pakosauna- are far from the bigger settlements.
It can therefore be assumed that they are really meant for escap-
ing and hiding. Historical sources reveal that the period of the so
called isovifha (in English ’the great hatred’) during the the Great
Northern War (1700–1721) was especially harsh for Ostrobotnia
and attacks of Russian cossacks forced many people to flee from
their homes [13]. In addition, the Names Archive collectors have
added notes about the oral tradition which suggest that most of the
Pakosauna- names are from the turbulent times of the 18th century.
4.5 NameSampo System Architecture
The general architecture of NameSampo is presented in Figure 5.
The system consists of a NodeJS24 backend build with Express
framework25 (in the middle) and a frontend based on React26 and
Redux27 (on the right). The Linked Data Finland platform used
for the public open linked data service is shown on the left. An
instance28 of MapWarper29 (on the left) was created for aligning the
historical maps and for using them in NameSampo.When designing
the architecture, the main goal of the backend was to ease the
combining of attribute data from multiple SPARQL endpoints and
raster data from various spatial data sources into a React frontend.
Figure 5: NameSampo system architecture
The architecture of the NameSampo user interface is presented in
more detail in Figure 6. The search results provided by the backend
are maintained in the application state, which enables efficient sort-
ing and filtering of thousands of result rows and various dynamic
visualizations based on the properties of the results. The applica-
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Figure 3: Main functions of the NameSampo workbench
Figure 4: A heatmap and the exact locations of the place names starting with Pakosauna- ("Escape sauna")
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Input component
• searches place names with one query term
• offers optional support for automatic suggestions and wild-
card queries
Result table component
• built with React Virtualized30 for efficiently rendering large
amount of tabular data
• orders the results by column, ascending/descending
• filters the results by column values
• exports the results as a CSV file for further analysis
Result map component
• uses alternatively Google Maps JavaScript API31 or Leaflet32
• visualizes the search results on a map
• colors map markers based on their data source
• offers three options for rendering markers: clustered / indi-
vidual / heatmap
• supports various background maps and map layers
Result statistics component
• built with Victory33 charting components
• generates distributions over result properties
Figure 6: NameSampo user interface architecture
5 DISCUSSION
The main aim of the NameSampo project—from a humanist point
of view—is to create new and more effective tools for toponomas-
tic researchers to process the Names Archive data and combine
it with other data sources. NameSampo meets these expectations
and shows how beneficial the cooperation between computer sci-
entists and humanists can be. Despite some semantic challenges,
creating the ontology for classification of geographical features
enables effective federated search functionalities, result filtering,
and statistics based on the combined Names Archive and Place
Name Register data. Also the automatic splitting of place names
into the appellative specifier and the generic part opens up new
possibilities for studying the characteristics of place names.
In addition to the automatic splitting of place names, the multiple
background maps and historical map layers, the distributions over





CSV, are functionalities that are not available in other national or
international services for place names. Naturally, the NameSampo
user interface could have many other features. It would be practical
to have, for example, a possibility to compile and filter the results
of different searches as one result set and display those on a map
with customized markers. Functionalities for handling the dupli-
cate entries of the same place name and location should also be
developed, because the Names Archive data contain multiple place
name entries of the same location, which have been collected in
different years.
In general, combining data from multiple archives and collec-
tions poses several challenges, such as the usage of different data
models, different coordinate systems, duplicate entries, and differ-
ent categorizations. The Linked Data approach offers solutions for
many of these problems but as the unification of the Names Archive
and the Place Name Register place types illustrates, it may require
considerable manual work by domain experts to harmonize the
values of merely a single property (e.g. place type) in two different
databases.
All in all, the NameSampo system demonstrates how the usability
of digitized data can be enhanced. These kind of projects are needed
in order to make sure that digitized archives are not just digital
copies of the original archives, but that they are also used and
developed.
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